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Consider the relativized versions of the classes and of the polynomial-time hierarchy. For all oracles the first class is a subset of the second but there is an oracle for which this inclusion is proper, see [1, 9, 16] . The same holds for the relativized versions of many pairs of complexity classes, for example for the relativized versions of the classes NP and PP or MOD P and MOD P for prime and = , see [2, 3, 10] . This concept of comparing complexity classes was formalized in Zachos [18] to define a partial order on relativizable complexity classes which expresses that an inclusion is oracle independent.
There exist relativizable complexity classes which are in the above sense located properly between P and NP: for example UP or the classes of the low hierarchy and high hierarchy: for all oracles these classes are a superset of P and a subset of NP, but for each class there are oracles separating them from P and NP, see [1, 8, 14] .
One result of this article will be that such classes located properly between P and NP in the above weak sense do not exist if one only considers the following set of classes which were defined in Hertrampf, Lautemann, Schwentick, Vollmer, Wagner set of classes for which there is a regular acceptance language for the words of output bits produced by polynomial-time nondeterministic computations. It was indicated there that this concept of characterizing complexity classes is quite powerful, for example the classes of the polynomial time hierarchy, the classes of the Boolean hierarchy, the classes MOD P, the classes investigated in [6] including 1-NP, and PSPACE can be characterized this way.
It will be shown that such classes characterized by a regular language do not exist in the above sence between P and NP, between P and co-NP and between P and MOD P for prime.
In this article a will be a word over the alphabet 0 1 , a and an will be a set of words, and a will be a set of languages. For relativized complexity classes the exponent notation like NP will be used. Let a be a mapping which maps every oracle to a class of languages. For simplicity a family will here be notated just by parenthesis around an oracle variable, for example NP denotes the family which maps an oracle to the class NP . Often regular expressions, see [13] , will be used to describe languages, for example 1 is the language which consists of the words which do not use the letter 0.
Call a nondeterministic polynomial-time oracle Turing machine as defined for example in [13] in this article just . Remember that a nondeterministic branching happens during a computation when for a configuration the transition function is not uniquely determined but has several possible choices. Assume that a linear ordering on these choices is given by the machine, for example by a linear list of the tupels of the transition function. Then for each computation the computation paths are ordered linearly. Let the leaves of a computation path be labeled with either 0 for rejecting or 1 for accepting, and let ( ) be the word consisting of the leaf labels of the computation paths produced by machine on input , read according to the order of the computation paths. First some examples of families accepted by regular languages will be given. Define the two regular languages NP := 0 1 0 1 and co-NP := 0 which by definition accept the families NP and co-NP , respectively.
Note that by simple observation P is accepted by the regular language 1 0 1 . In [12] it is mentioned that for every there exist regular languages accepting the families and of the polynomial hierarchy, and also there the existence of a regular language accepting the family PSPACE is shown.
For each number 2 let be the set of nonempty and proper subsets of 0 . . .
1 . For an let be the regular language consisting of the words for which the number of 1's is equal modulo to an element of . Then by definition, see for example [3] , the language 1 . . . 1 accepts the family MOD P .
In order to state results with the help of well-known order theoretic notions the trivial languages (which are regular) will be ignored: let be the set of families which are accepted by a nontrivial regular language. For the restriction of to the same symbol is used.
( )
The upper semi-lattice part also holds for this restriction because when and are regular also is regular. The minimum of the partial order is of course P and the maximum is PSPACE by the result in [12] . The chain is given by the families for : was shown in [16] , and = by the result in [9] . To obtain an antichain consider the families MOD P for prime: by a result in [3] there exists for primes = an oracle such that MOD P is not a subset of MOD P , what is another way of saying that the families MOD P for prime are pairwise -incomparable.
The following extension of the antichain above will be used later, the incomparabilities were shown in [1, 2, 17]: NP co-NP MOD P P Call a partial order to be iff for every comparable pair of elements there exists an element which is properly between them. For a partial order with a minimum an is defined to be an element = for which there exists no element properly between and . A partial order with a minimum is called iff for every element which is not the minimum there exists an atom such that is equal or below . 
If is o-h-reducible to then .

If for some then there exists a prime and a set such that is o-h-reducible to .
A natural question for a given partial order is to ask about density, see for example [15] . The main result of this report will be that ( ) is atomic and therefore not dense. The atoms will be the families listed in the previous proposition.
To get this result the following detour to formal language theory will be made.
Let an be a mapping which maps the letters 0 and 1 to nonempty words. An ( -free) homomorphism is extended to words inductively by ( ) := and ( ) := ( ) ( ) for a letter and a word .
For two languages and the will be defined, the name stands for . It is not known to the author if the concept is defined in the literature. 
Call a language to be iff for every natural number there exist four words such that and have length and is in but
is not in . k k T S k mn m; n < k U ; n; n; ; m n ; U ; n ; n ; ; m n ; ; ; U n ; n ; n ;
; (1) and (2) such that the number of accepting paths of on an input is always equal modulo to either or and it is equal to iff the number of accepting paths of on input is not equal modulo to 0. Therefore [ 1 . .
not determined at the ends 1 This is the two-sided version of the concept of not being as defined for example in [7] . Note that a language determined at the ends is a regular language, but for example none of the regular languages NP , co-NP and for is determined at the ends.
The following is a lemma about regular languages, independent of questions about polynomial time computations:
To see the direction = let NP be o-h-reducible to a regular language via two offsets and an -free homomorphism determined by (0) = and (1) = . Given consider the words 0 00 and 0 10 . Because the first word is not in NP and the second is in NP one has by the o-h-reducibility that (0 00 ) is not in and (0 10 ) is in . But the the lengths of (0 ) and (0 ) are . Therefore is not determined at the ends. For co-NP and for with prime the proof is analog. For the other direction assume that is accepted by the deterministic finite automaton ( 0 1 ) where is the set of states, : are the two transition functions, is the initial state and is the set of accepting states. Assume w.l.o.g that every state is reachable from .
Extend like usual the -notation to every word = . . . by defining : to be the mapping . . . , stands for the identity function. The definition reflects the idea that is the function which starts with a state and then follows the letters of stopping in state ( ).
Because is finite, for every word and every state the iteration of starting in state has to run into a cycle sometime, more formally: for every word and every state there exist two numbers 1 such that . . . . . . are different states, = , = ( ) for 1 and = ( ). Assume that for some other word the set ( ) . . . ( ) has elements from both and . It is shown that in this case a language of the type with for some prime is o-h-reducible to : let := 1 + and define to be the set and ( ) . Take a word for which ( ) = . Define the homomorphism by (0) = and (1) = . Now it is clear that for every word : ( ) , this means that the language is o-h-reducible to , and by lemma 3 and the transitivity of o-h-reducibility also a language with for some prime is o-h-reducible to . 
.
With the previous lemma it is easy to prove the following theorem:
Consider a nontrivial regular language . If is determined at the ends then it accepts the family P : of course P [ ] , and to see [ ] P let a nondeterministic machine be given: construct the deterministic machine which for an input just visits deterministicly the constant number of leftmost and rightmost paths of the computation of which compute the outputs depends on, and then decides according to .
If is not determined at the ends then by the previous lemma 5 at least one of the languages NP , co-NP or for with prime is o-h-reducible to . 
